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Abstract. Main Memory Database (MMDB) technology has been an efficient alternative for a real-time and high-performance mission-critical applications. However, MMDBs are more vulnerable to failures due the memory volatility. Although the recovery component looks similar in disk- and memory-oriented systems, these systems differ drastically in how they implement their architectural components. This tutorial aims to provide a thorough review of MMDBs recovery techniques. To achieve this goal, the tutorial reviews the main concepts of database recovery and MMDB implementations. Only then, we present the MMDB recovery techniques and discuss the recovery strategies of a representative sample of modern MMDBs.

Resumo. A tecnologia bancos de dados em memória tem sido uma alternativa eficiente para aplicações de missão crítica em tempo real e de alto desempenho. No entanto, os bancos de dados em memória são mais vulneráveis a falhas devido à volatilidade da memória principal. Embora o componente de recuperação pareça semelhante nos bancos de dados em disco e em memória, esses sistemas diferem drasticamente em como eles implementam seus componentes arquiteturais. Este tutorial tem como objetivo fornecer uma revisão completa das técnicas de recuperação de bancos de dados em memória. Para atingir esse objetivo, o tutorial revisa os principais conceitos de recuperação de banco de dados e implementações de bancos de dados em memória. Só então, serão apresentadas as técnicas recuperação de bancos de dados em memória e discutidas as estratégias de recuperação de uma amostra representativa dos bancos de dados em memória modernos.
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2. Tutorial overview

Most of the current application scenarios, such as trading, real-time bidding, advertising, weather forecasting, social gaming, etc., require massive real-time data processing. Main Memory Database technology has proved to be an efficient alternative for a real-time view of operational data (OLTP-style) and high-performance mission-critical situations due to the high throughput rates and low latency provided by these systems. This is because, in such systems, the database resides in Random Access Memory (RAM). Additionally, the development of new memory technologies has provided a larger storage capacity with lower costs. To illustrate our claim, memory storage capacity and bandwidth are growing at a rate of 100% every three years. In the meanwhile, RAM costs are falling by a factor of 10 every five years. Moreover, other recent hardware/architecture improvements can potentially provide better performance to MMDBs with low overhead [Magalhães et al. 2021b, Arulraj and Pavlo 2017].

The fact that the database resides in volatile storage influences the design approaches adopted by MMDBs, such as query processing, concurrency control, recovery after crashes, data storage, and indexing. For this reason, these systems are designed to optimize access to main memory instead of secondary memory, as with traditional disk-resident systems [Zhang et al. 2015, Faerber et al. 2017].

MMDBs provide very high IOPS (Input/Output Operations Per Second) given that the primary database is handled in volatile storage. However, the database residing in a volatile memory makes these systems much more sensitive to system failures than conventional disk-resident database systems. The recovery mechanism is responsible for restoring the database to the most recent consistent state before a system failure has occurred. In this way, after a system crash, the recovery manager loads the last valid checkpoint (a prior database backup copy) and then starts to execute all actions recorded in the log file forward from the checkpoint record [Malviya et al. 2014, Mohan et al. 1992, Härder and Reuter 1983].

MMDBs are implemented in a variety of ways. Therefore, recovery strategies should follow the architectural choice of the database system. This tutorial intends to present the several recovery strategies used in modern MMDBs. These strategies are a representative sample of the different MMDB recovery implementations. In order to achieve this goal, firstly, the tutorial reviews the main concepts of database recovery and MMDB implementations. This tutorial focuses on relational MMDB recovery. However, the recovery strategies presented are implemented similarly in other types of MMDBs. Besides, the tutorial introduces modern recovery techniques, such as instant recovery [Magalhães et al. 2021b, Magalhães 2021, Magalhães et al. 2021a, Sauer 2019].
2.1. Justification
Despite the efforts and publications, database recovery is not so well understood by the research community. In-memory database systems are not taught sufficiently in database courses or discussed enough in database textbooks. This tutorial aims to elucidate the main issues related to database recovery, especially those related to MMDB recovery.

2.2. Target audience
The target audience of this tutorial is students and professionals/developers who use traditional databases and seek alternatives for better performance through MMDBs. Additionally, this tutorial is also intended for academics interested in learning more about the main memory database recovery research area. The participants need to have an understanding of databases.

2.3. Related recent tutorials
The tutorials "Modern main-memory database systems" (VLDB 2016) and "In-Memory Analytic DBMSs: Design and Lessons Learned" (SBBD 2018) provided an overview of recent developments in MMDBs. The tutorials covered the key issues and architectural choices that must be resolved when building an MMDB.

In addition to presenting the architectural choices and implementation techniques for MMDBs, the tutorial proposed here intends to discuss the main concepts of traditional database recovery (implemented by disk-resident systems), detail how MMDBs implement persistence and recovery after failures and then present the main recovery strategies implemented by modern MMDBs. Besides, the tutorial covers modern recovery techniques, such as instant recovery.

2.4. Scope and structure
In order to achieve the goals mentioned in Sections 2.1 and 2.3, this tutorial intends to discuss the following topics:

1. Introduction and motivation: This section briefly introduces the main concepts of in-memory systems and does motivations to adopt MMDBs. The section shows the need to adopt MMDBs to support ultra-low latency service and real-time data analytics which is impossible to achieve using traditional disk-based processing/storage systems. This section presents some factors that make viable to build in-memory systems where a significant part, if not the entirety, of the database fits in memory. For example, memory storage capacity and bandwidth have been doubling roughly every three years, while its price has been dropping by a factor of 10 every five years. In addition, this section introduces some basic aspects of how MMDBs provide persistence and crash recovery.

2. Database recovery: This section aims to present the main concepts of DBMS recovery focusing on disk-resident systems. The section briefly reviews ACID properties and some buffer replacement protocols, features of database crashes, recovery methods, and our main section discussion, the ARIES recovery, a quite popular algorithm for recovering traditional databases. Furthermore, this section discusses some variant ARIES algorithms, modern recovery techniques, and high availability techniques. The main objective of this section is to provide a sufficient theoretical basis for the next sections.
3. **Main memory databases overview**: This section discusses the architectural choices and implementation techniques for MMDBs. MMDBs avoid the traditional design of disk-resident databases for performance reasons. The design approaches for MMDBs are diverse. The fact that the database resides in volatile storage influences the design approaches adopted by MMDBs, such as query processing, concurrency control, recovery after crashes, data storage, and indexing. Besides, this section discusses some technologies that boosted the development of MMDBs. The emergence of new technologies boosted interest in MMDBs. Hardware/architecture solutions have been increasingly exploited for performance gain. These improvements offer promising alternatives for in-memory systems to reach their full potential. This section briefly presents the core technologies that leverage MMDBs, such as NUMA architecture, SIMD instructions, RDMA networking, hardware transactional memory, and non-volatile memory.

4. **Main memory databases recovery**: Recovery activities are the only way to recover an MMDB to the last consistent state before a crash. Systems can keep database copies for higher availability. However, high availability infrastructures are not immune to some sources of failures and can lead to a significant cost to the database infrastructure. Thus, recovery techniques are necessary to avoid failures and repair failed systems as quickly as possible. In general, MMDB’s durability and recovery seem like disk-based database systems. However, these systems are very different in several details. For example, ARIES-style recovery protocols are avoided in MMDBs for performance reasons. This section highlights how logging, checkpoint, and restart (recovery) processes are handled on MMDBs.

5. **Main memory databases recovery strategies**: This section describes the main features of recovery mechanisms delivered by well-known MMDBs, such as Hekaton, VoltDB, HyPer, SAP HANA, SiloR, TimesTen, PACMAN, Adaptive Logging, and FineLine. These strategies are a representative sample of the different MMDB recovery implementations.

6. **Main challenges and future directions**: This section intends to discuss some aspects related to challenges and future directions of research in MMDBs in order to provide guidance for other researchers.
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